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POETRY

THE FORGETFUL
Gabriela Halas

The Drina is filling up. The bones of small children
clog eddies, their bodies weightless in a karst-
loosened current. Trout trust the River.
It provides. They look for the eddies, eager for stillness      for peace.
Confuse the clinging flesh to bone. Later, their innocent
meat tastes of colliding grief. It matters not on which side
these children were born.

Free across the border-less Drina, the parents of these
children flow past. Some stay close, as parents do,
hair bound to the blown open roots of thick-stalked
willows and hard-leaning oaks. 
      /We remember bodies/

We went to visit our grandmothers that same year, 1992. Hell
had broken loose in a newly-freed West. Or the backward begrudged
East. Geography never the strength of first-world kids. A map of the world
as blank as the land they claimed with name, with history’s
erasure. And when the Canadians cried      you could be killed
we laughed. Incredulous that they had never left
that tethered Shield, that lonely Alberta highway.
Spruce burn on both sides.
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All families and their flesh move with this
River. The border between countries witnesses this blue,
blue turned red. The people left alive gather on
bridges, stricken.
    /We remember places as they once were/

The Drina is filling up, my father said. Our mother met his
eyes. He told stories. Some we had heard before      the young boy behind
the wall/the curtain/the teacher’s example. And now, still a young man   /   the wall
a crumpled mess. The curtain roped open. The teacher’s example:
living proof.   We watched the news, the television crackling
    with horror, with first-world wonder.
He told how we had left Czechoslovakia, 1983,
and how the Drina, in its shallow wideness, at the place
cliffs softened, at last held us. The water safe. The shore green and cool
on our legs. The months of the long wait. We dug our nails, eroded banks,
the Canadian embassy provisioned chance.   My three-year old body rested
in that limestone crib, buoyed up by invisible flakes of stone.

The River kept me in an early life. Not a care for which borders
we crossed to get there, whose side we were on.  My mother laughed,
dizzy, as she snipped off the past and plunged into the future. 
She remembers forgetting.
               /It washed my legs and hair/ /memories as fine as silt/ /as firm as a retreated hand/


